Abstract. The following abstract problem models several practical problems in computer science and operations research: given a list L of real numbers between 0 and 1, place the elements of L into a minimum number L* of "bins" so that no bin contains numbers whose sum exceeds 1. Motivated by the likelihood that an excessive amount of computation will be required by any algorithm which actually determines an optimal placement, we examine the performance of a number of simple algorithms which obtain "good" placements. The first-fit algarithm places each number, in succession, into the first bin in which it fits. The best-fit algorithm places each number, in succession, into the most nearly full bin in which it fits. We show that neither the first-fit nor the best-fit algorithm will ever use more than 17. a-6. + 2 bins. Furthermore, we outline a proof that, if L is in decreasing order, then neither algorithm will use more than L* + 4 bins. Examples are given to show that both upper bounds are essentially the best possible. Similar results are obtained when the list L contains no numbers larger than < 1.
1. Introduction. Recent results in complexity theory 3], [10] indicate that many combinatorial optimization problems may be effectively impossible to solve, in the sense that a prohibitive amount of computation is required to construct optimal solutions for all but very small cases. In order to solve such problems in practice, one is forced to use approximate, heuristic algorithms which hopefully compute "good" solutions in an acceptable amount of computing time. Thus, instead of seeking the fastest algorithm from the set of exact optimization algorithms, one seeks the best approximation algorithm from the set of "sufficiently fast" algorithms. Unfortunately it is usually difficult to evaluate and compare the performance of heuristic algorithms, other than by running them on large problem sets with known optimal solutions. A more rigorous approach is to mathematically analyze the performance of such algorithms to determine how closely the constructed solutions approximate optimal solutions. In this paper, we consider a number of heuristic algorithms for an important one-dimensional packing problem and determine worst-case performance bounds, relative to the optimal solution for each.
We base our theoretical performance analyses on worst-case, rather than average, behavior. The analysis of expected performance for a realistic probability distribution on the problem domain (which is, in itself, usually difficult to 300 D. S. JOHNSON, A. DEMERS, J. D. ULLMAN, M. R. GAREY AND R. L. GRAHAM determine) appears at present to be considerably more difficult. Worst-case results are easier--though decidedly nontrivial--to obtain and are quite useful, especially because they enable one to guarantee that a particular algorithm will never exceed the optimal solution by more than a known, hopefully small, percentage. Intuitively, one might expect that a "mechanism" which causes a particular algorithm to have a certain worst-case behavior might also be expected to manifest itself to a certain extent in the "average" case. Some experiments [4] , [8] with randomly generated data have tended to confirm the hypothesis that, for the algorithms considered here, worst-case analysis does provide valid comparisons.
The basic problem to be considered can be stated quite simply" given a list L (al, a2,..., an) of real numbers in (0, 1] , place the elements of L into" a minimum number L* of"bins" so that no bin contains numbers whose sum exceeds 1. This problem, which is a special case of the one-dimensional "cutting-stock" problem [7] and the "assembly-line balancing" problem [2] , models several practical problems in computer science. Some examples are" 1. Brown 1] gives a number of additional applications in industry and business.
Since the abstract "bin packing" problem is "NP-complete" in the sense of Cook [3] and Karp [10] , we can expect the problem of finding a packing which uses exactly L* bins to require in general a lengthy combinatorial search for its solution. Thus we feel justified in considering the performance ofvarious heuristic algorithms for constructing packings. In particular we shall consider the following four placement algorithms. Accordingly we use RFF(k) to denote the maximum value achieved by the ratio FF(L)/L* over all lists with L* k, with RBF(k), RFFD(k) and RBFD(k) being defined similarly. Our main results, the first two of which appeared in a preliminary version of this paper [6] , can be summarized as follows: (1) lim RFF(k) -, (2) Clearly L* n/3 since the elements can be packed perfectly by placing one element from each of the three regions in each bin. However, as the reader can easily verify, both first fit and best fit will obtain the packing which consists of n/18 bins, each containing six elements of size 26, n/6 bins, each containing two elements of size 1/2 + 6, and n/3 bins each containing a single element of size 1/2 + 6. The two packings are illustrated in Fig. 1 It is interesting to note that for several values of k, the ratio : can actually be attained. In particular, there is a list L with L* 10 and FF(L) BF(L) 17.
ALGORITHM (First-fit
The two packings, with all quantities in units of 1--, are shown in Fig. 3 Proof. Let P be the packing of L and P' the packing of L', using K and K' bins, respectively. If K > K', then no element in the last bin of P can be larger than (r 1)/r, and hence all but the last must have levels exceeding l/r, since neither BF nor FF will start a new bin with an element which would fit in a previous bin.
Thus L* >= a > (1/r)(K 1) and so K < rL* + l, contrary to hypothesis. (C) For each j => 1, the sum of the elements in bin j in P, plus the sum of the elements which map to bin j under f, does not exceed 1.
As the generation of the BF packing proceeds, we construct P, Si and f" L.-S for 1 =< _< n as follows" the packing P is obtained by adding element a to packing Pi_ 1. The bin it goes in is chosen according to the BFD placement rule.
If that bin is the jth, the position a fills is that (j, k) which was unfilled in P_ and has minimal k. ( 
Proof. Let a be the element in position (j, k) in PF, a i, the element in (j', k').
Since the positions are empty in Ph, we must have -_< a i, a i, <= -}. If j j', the result is immediate, as position (j, k'), k' >_ k, cannot have been filled before (j, k) under FF and so we must have i' >= as desired. So assume j < j'. Since k < kj, position (j, k3) must have been unfilled when ai was to be assigned under FF, and so until a was assigned, the gap in bin j, was at least 2.-1/2. If i' < i, then a, was assigned before a was, and so would have fit in bin j, contradicting our assumption that the FF rule assigned a, to bin j', which is to the right of bin j. Thus we must have i' => in this case also, and the claim is proved.
We are now ready to conclude the proof of Theorem 3.4 with the following claim. A similar argument [6] , [8] can be used to show the following result (which, however, will not be needed in our main task of completing the proof of Theorem 3.2).
Notice that the examples given in Figs The strategy behind such proofs is basically the same as the one used in 2 for FF and BF upper bounds. Essentially, a "weighting function" is defined which assigns real number values or "weights" to the elements of L, depending on their size, in such a way that (i) The total "weight" of all the elements in the list L is no less than a fixed constant c short of the number of bins used in the particular packing under consideration (e.g., FF or FFD). (ii) The total weight of any legally packed bin must be less than some fixed constant r. However, the actual details ofthe prooffor FFD are considerably more complex than for FF and BF, requiring the introduction of a number of new concepts.
Rather than burden the reader with this long 3 and detailed proof, we shall attempt to illustrate the basic ideas involved by describing in detail the major techniques used in the proof of a slightly simpler result, followed by an indication ofthe method for extending that proof to a proof of Theorem 3.2. Complete details can be found in Johnson [8] . We first give an overview of the proof, and then proceed to fill in many of the details. To begin with, the weighting function W which will be used is not really a function of elements, but rather a function of sets of elements, W" 2 L --Q (the rational numbers). W will be defined in terms of two auxiliary functions.
wa'L--, Q and w2"L x L-Q.
The definitions of w and w2 will be made precise when we give the details of the proof.
Given a set of elements X __%_ L, we obtain the weight W(X) as follows: for any partition r of X into one-and two-element sets, let rt(1) {x:{x} e re}, (the set of elements which are in one-element sets in the partition 7t(2) {(x, y) :index(x) < index(y) and {x, y} ert}, ( We shall also refer to 2-pieces as B-pieces, 3-pieces as C-pieces, etc. By a k-bin we mean a bin whose largest element is a k-piece.
Define wl(x) [ To keep this paper to a reasonable length, we shall not present the billing procedure in all its intricacies [8] . However, we will present the basic idea behind it and an indication of why additional intricacies are necessary.
Initially we set BILL((x, y), z) 0 for all (x, y) e R, z SURPLUS. As we proceed, some ofthese values will be reset. At any given point in time, z SURPLU S will have been charged the current value of tx,y)R BILL((x, y), z). For (x, y) R, we will say that DISCOUNT(x, y) has been billed if Y BILLx, Yt, zl >_-DISCOUNTIx, Yl.
SURPLUS
We shall treat each R in turn, defining a set UNBILLED _ _ _ R k and then billing the DISCOUNT for each pair in Rk UNBILLEDk in such a way that no element of SURPLUS will have been charged more than its wl-weight. UN-BILLED will be defined as Uk_--22 UNBILLED k. And we will have DISCOUNT (UNBILLEDk)_<_ l/k+ 1, 2=<k<N-2. The basic idea involved in the processing of R k can be explained as follows'Assume that (G1) no z SURPLUS which is in a k'-bin, k' >= k, in the FFD-packing has yet been charged more than 0, (G2) no member of any pair in R is in a k'-bin, k' < k. All the billing we shall do in this case will be to elements of SURPLUSk, the members of SURPLUS which are in k-bins.
First take all pairs in R k and relabel them (xi, Yi) in order of increasing index (with respect to the original list) of their second components. We will thus have index(y1) < index(y2) < How might we define g so that the above does hold? In the case when both (G1) and (G2) hold, as they must trivially for k 2, the process is fairly straightforward.
Observe that since all (xi, yi)e R obey relation k, we have y + kxi <= 1, 1 _< <_ m, and hence, by the indexing of the pairs, Yi + kxj _<_ 1 for 1 _<_ j =< i.
Let us now look at the FFD-packing again, in particular the k-bins. (See Fig. 9 .) There must be at least m/k] k-bins, since by assumption (G2) there are at least ]Rkl--m k-pieces in k'-bins for k'_>_ k and hence in k-bins. We label the bottom k elements in each k-bin from top to bottom and right to left, as shown in Ykh / Z bkj-k+i Ykh / kbk <= Ykh + kXi(k <= 1. i=1 Consequently Ykh would fit as the (k + 1)st element in any of the bins to the right of and including the bkh-bin. Using this fact we can define our function g as follows.
If Yk is in a k-bin in the FFD-packing, then we must have Yk SURPLUSk.
Let g(Yk) Yk" If not, then Yk must by assumption be in some bin to the right of the bk-bin. Since Yk would have fit in that bin unless it already contained k + 1 elements, the bk-bin must have contained that many elements when Yk was assigned, one of which must be an element of SURPLUSk and have lower index than Yk.
Let g(Yk) be the largest such element.
Note that in both cases, g(Yk)e SURPLUSk and obeys (G3) for i= k, i.e., index(g(yk)) __< index(Yk).
Continuing by induction, assume that values for g(Ykh), 1 <__ h j <__ [m/k], have been assigned and are all distinct elements of SURPLUSk obeying (G3).
If Yk is in a k-bin, it cannot be g(Ykh) for any h < j, since by (G3) and the labeling of the yi's we have index(g(Ykh)) <= indeX(Ykh) < index(Yk). So in this case we again define g(Ykj) Ykj" If Ykj is not in a k-bin, then it must have gone to the right of the b k-through bkj-bins, into each of which it would have fit as the (k / 1)st element. Hence all j bins must contain elements of SURPLUS with index lower than that of Yjk" Since at mostj i of them can have yet been assigned to the range of g, there is at least one still unassigned and we can let such an element of SURPLUS be g(Ykj). This maintains the 1-1 property of g and insures that (G3) will hold for kj.
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Thus by induction we have defined our map g" {Ykj" 1 <= j <--[m/k]} SURPLUS obeying property (G3) throughout its domain.
The above analysis depended on assumptions (G1) and (G2), which, as we have said, clearly hold for k 2. We might thus hope to proceed by induction.
In our billing procedure, only elements of SURPLUSk received new charges, so (G1) will continue to hold when we begin to process Rk / ,.
However, there is no guarantee that (G2) will hold for any k > 2. This is what gives rise to complications. If (x, y) R and x is not in a k-bin, then it must be in a k'-bin, k' < k, and hence a member of SURPLUS. If x has not yet been charged, we can bill DISCOUNT(x, y) to x. If it has been charged more than 0, then x mu.st be g(z) for some z, with z _< x by (G1), and z may be a k-piece in a k-bin. The more intricate argument here omitted shows how to modify our billing procedure to take advantage of such possibilities and still guarantee that (4. 
